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In the Supreme Court
of the State of Utah
R. B. PARKINSON, et al,

Plaintiffs-Ap pel/ants,
Case No. 8407

vs.
ED. H. WATSON, et al,

Defendants-Respondents.

PETITION FOR REHEARING
AND BRIEF IN SUPPORT THEREOF

PETITION FOR REHEARING
Come now the Defendants-Respondents in the above
entitled matter and respectfully petition this Court for a rehearing of the decision heretofore rendered on December 8,
1955, upon the following grounds a'nd reasons:
; ,- .

I.
This Court has the duty to strike down an Act as unconstitutional if it is discriminatory, arbitrary or capricious, without

3
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regard to the fact that it is the ''fairest possible'' apportionment
and compromise which a particular legislature could pass.

II.
This Court erred in concluding that the urban interests
are compensated for their proportionate loss of representation
in the Senate by a majority control of the House.

III.
This Court erred in failing to give direction to the parties
regarding other questions raised by their Petition for a Declaratory Judgment.

IV.
The opinion of the Court violates Section 1, Article XIV
of the Constitution of the United States in that it abridges
the privileges of United States Citizens residing in Salt Lake
County and denies certain Citizens of Utah equal protection of
the laws.

v.

This Court erred in concluding that the principle of
equitable representation based upon population is not absolute
insofar as the Senate is concerned.
VI.
This Court erred in concluding that at Statehood the
scheme of representation for the State Senate was not in a
true proportion to population.
Dated at Salt Lake City, Utah, January 10, 1956.
4
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BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF PETITION FOR REHEARING
The rna jority opinion of this Court violates the basic and
fundamental principles of representative government and deprives the citizens of Utah of their rights to a republican form
of government.
Defendants-Respondents and their counsel would be remiss in their duties and obligations to all the people of this
State if they failed to ask for a rehearing to the end that reconsideration be given to the Court's erroneous conclusions.

INTRODUCTION
Chief Justice McDonough's scholarly dissent in the previous
hearing on this case sets forth completely the considerations
involved in the qu~stion of constitutionality of the use of
double ratios in apportionment, but the majority of the court
did not accept .his view of this case. For this reason, believing
that we could not present more convincing argument upon
that issue, we confine our discussion to the error of the rna jority
of the court in interpreting the result of the application of the
double ratio as within the constituional powers of the legislature. Justice Henriod indicates in his special concurrence that
had the disenfranchising apportionment departed ((much further" from the principle of per capita representation the act
would have been void. It is possible that our prior brief did
not set forth clearly the un.necessary, extreme disparity in the
voters' representation, demonstrating a complete disregard by
the Legislature of the duties imposed by the Constitution of
Utah.

5
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The entire court recognizes that "the theory underlying
our system of representative government, and our Constitution upon which it rests, presupposes that there must be a
reasonable correlation between representation and the number
of inhabitants represented," but, because of practical exigencies and the reluctance of the court to interfere in the direction
of matters within the legislative power that the act is constitutional. We appreciate the fact that the doctrine of separation
of powers is important to our system of government and we
further appreciate the careful avoidance of judicial legislation
by the Utah Supreme Court; but corollary to that doctrine
is the principle of checks and balances in which the courts are
the chief bulwarks of the people against unwarranted, discriminatory, and arbitrary misuse of power by the other two
branches. We feel that such a situation is presented in the reapportionment directed by Laws Utah 1955, c. 61 and ask this
court to reconsider and intervene to protect the people's right
to representation, almost sacred to the republican form of
government.

STATEMENT OF POINTS
POINT I
THIS COURT HAS THE DUTY TO STRIKE DOWN
AN ACT AS UNCONSTITUTIONAL IF IT IS DISCRIMINATORY, ARBITRARY OR CAPRICIOUS, WITHOUT
REGARD TO THE FACT THAT IT IS THE uFAIREST
POSSIBLE" APPORTIONMENT AND COMPROMISE
WHICH A PARTICULAR LEGISLATURE COULD PASS.
6
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POINT II.
THE COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT THE
URBAN INTERESTS ARE COMPENSATED FOR THEIR
PROPORTIONATE LOSS OF REPRESENTATION IN THE
SENATE BY A MAJORITY CONTROL OF THE HOUSE.
POINT III.
THIS COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO GIVE DIRECTION TO THE PARTIES REGARDING OTHER QUESTIONS RAISED BY THEIR PETITION FOR A DECLARATORY JUDGMENT.
POINT IV.
THE OPINION OF THE COURT VIOLATES SECTION
1, ARTICLE XIV OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES IN THAT IT ABRIDGES THE PRIVILEGES OF UNITED STATES CITIZENS RESIDING IN
SALT LAKE COUNTY AND DENIES CERTAIN CITIZENS
OF UTAH EQUAL PROTECTION OF THE LAWS.
POINT V.
THIS COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT THE
PRINCIPLE OF EQUITABLE REPRESENTATION BASED
UPON POPULATION IS NOT ABSOLUTE INSOFAR AS
THE SENATE IS CONCERNED.
POINT VI.
THIS COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING T-HAT AT
STATEHOOD THE SCHEME OF REPRESENTATION FOR
7
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THE STATE SENATE WAS NOT IN A TRUE PROPORTION TO POPULATION.

ARGUMENT
POINT I
THIS COURT HAS THE DUTY TO STRIKE DOWN
AN ACT AS UNCONSTITUTIONAL IF IT IS DISCRIMINATORY, ARBITRARY OR CAPRICIOUS, WITHOUT
REGARD TO THE FACT THAT IT IS THE CtFAIREST
POSSIBLE" APPORTIONMENT AND COMPROMISE
WHICH A PARTICULAR LEGISLATURE COULD PASS.
A. Reasonable equality in voice and vote is essential
to our republican form of government.

A little cited section of the Utah constitution, Article I,
Section 2 7, reads:
ttFrequent recurrence to fundamental principles is
essential to the security of individual rights and the
perpetuity of free government."
and Article I, Section 2, provides:
HAll political power is inherent in the people; and
all free governments are founded on their authority for
their equal protection and benefit . . . ''
In this field there is no doctrine of (treasonable classification" which will give one group of voters an advantageous
position over another. The discretion of the legislature in departing from this principle lies only in compromising apportionment figures to adjust them to meet other constitutional
requirements adopted for the purpose of insuring against
8
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similar evils which might be used to take control of the government from the majority of the people-i.e. contiguity of
counties forming senatorial districts, restrictions against dividing counties, or a special recognition of an economically
important minority. An exercise of legislative power in apportioning representatives other than to meet and preserve these
rights is an abuse of discretion, as recognized by all of the
cases cited in the majority opinion, and the fact that the legislature itself was unable or unwilling to produce a more equitable plan of apportionment should not be used to deprive
the voters of their constitutional right to equal representation.
The law here under consideration goes beyond a practical
adjustment, weighting the Senate 14 to 11 in favor of the
sparse! y settled areas. The rural minority already commands
greater power than its numerical rights, for under our constitution each county is represented by one representative regardless of population. It is by this method that the purpose of the
constitution to give adequate representation to the farming
interests is provided life, and it is obvious from the fact that
such a provision is absent in the section regarding the Senate
that such a deviation from the principle of equal representation
was considered sufficient by the framers of the constitution.
B. The constitutionality of each case involving the
propriety of legislative action in reapportionment must
be decided upon its own facts.

In justifying the use of a double ratio, the court cites
cases from sister states having the same phraseology in their
constitutions as appears in the Utah constitution. Although
neither the case of State ex rei. Sullivan v. Schnitger, 16 Wyo.
9
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479, 95 P. 698, nor Armstrong v. Mitten, 95 Colo. 425, 37 P2d
757, pass upon the use of the multiple ratio directly, they may
be taken as standing for the rna jor theme of the court's decision in Case No. 8407 that the courts are reluctant to interfere
with the method of apportionment applied by the legislature.
However, it is interesting to note language used in the Wyoming
case:
']n the absence of any expressed ratios, the ratios
are of course the number of inhabitants of the state
divided by the number of representatives. It is a matter
of easy calculation, and when departed from is easily
detected."
The ratios impliedly approved by the Wyoming court were
one senator per county and one additional senator for each
fraction over 3,500. The distinctions between the Wyoming
situation and the Utah situation are obvious:
1. The Wyoming constitution provides for one senator per county. Thus, any disobedience to the constitutional mandate must result in a Hdouble ratio."

2. A disparity of 3,500 in Wyoming does not compare with the disparity of 36,000 in number of voters
represented under the Utah law by a single senator.
(See Exhibit 9.)
3. Wyoming is yet a state of small cities and widely
scattered communities throughout. The disparity will
not operate to disenfranchise a large segment of the
population; whereas Utah's trend toward urbanization
locates 68% of the total population in large cities.
In the ratios impliedly approved by the Colorado court
there are other distinctions in the practical application under
that law and under the Utah law. The Colorado law provided
10
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for· one senator for the first 17,000 of population and one
additional senator for each additional 35,000, ot fraction over
32,000.
1. The Colorado statute provides for one senator for
the first 17,000; whereas the Utah statute provides for
one senator for the first 19,000 or major fraction

thereof. The modifying phrase appears as an attempt
to conceal the disparity and permits a senator for a
much lower number of inhabitants than does the Colorado law.
2. The Colorado law permits an additional senator
for a fraction over 32,000; whereas the Utah law grants
representation to an additional major fraction of 55,000.
It is clear that multiple ratios with a wide disparity would
have no adverse effect where the population was equally distributed throughout the districts; but, where, as in Utah, the
population is heavily concentrated in certain areas, the use of
the multiple ratio creates an inherent unfairness and the use
of such disparate figures in the ratios can only indicate an intention on the part of the legislature to deprive the rna jority
of the voters of their constitutional rights. As stated in State
ex rei. Laf!lb v. Cunningham, 83 Wis. 90, 53 N.W. 35, 17
L.R.A. 145, 35 Am. St. Rep. 27:
((But there should be as close an approximation to
exactness as possible, and this is the utmost limit for
the exercise of legislative discretion. If, as in this case,
there is such a wide and bold departure from. this constitutional rule that it cannot possibly be justified by
the exercise of any judgment or discretion, and that
evinces an intention on the part of the legislature to
utter! y ignore and disregard the rule of the constitution
in order to promote some other object than a constitutional apportionment, then the conclusion is inevit~
able that the legislature did not use any judgment or
11
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discretion whatever. The above disparity in the number
of inhabitants in the legislative districts is so great
that it cannot be overlooked as mere careless discrepancies or slight errors in calculation. The differences
are too material, great, and glaring, and deprive too
many of the people of the state of all representation
in the legislature, to be allowed to pass as mere errors
of judgment. They bear upon their face the intrinsic
evidence that no judgment or discretion was exercised,
and that they were made intentionally and willfully
for some improper purpose, or for some private end,
foreign to constitutional duty and obligation. It is not
an apportionment in any sense of the word. It is a
direct and palpable violation of the constitution.''
Because of the differences in the methods used to achieve
a lopsided apportionment, it is difficult to analyze other
cases with respect to the one at hand. However, we have not
discovered a case allowed by the courts to stand as constitutional
where the disparity was so great, considering the distribution
of the population and the ever-increasing trend toward urbanization.
' In the case of Atty. Gen. v. Suffolk County Apportionment
Comrs., 224 Mass. 598, 113 N.E. 581, the apportionment
statute was held void because it resulted in giving the voter in
one district more than three times the voting power of a voter
in another district and more than twice the voting power of
voters in other districts. As presented in respondent's prior
brief, a v.oter in Iron County has almost five times the voting
power of a voter in Salt Lake County; four and one-half times
the voting power of a voter in Utah and Weber counties; three
times the voting power of a Davis County voter; three and onehalf times the voting power of a Cache County voter.
12
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A similar gradation in voting power wherein the smallest
district voter exercised seven times the influence of~ voter from
the largest district in the legislature in Ragland v. Anderson,
125 Ky. 141, 100 S.W. 865, 128 Am. St. Rep. 242, was held
invalid.
It was held that there was no proper exercise of legislative
discretion in Williams v. Secretary of State, 145 Mich. 447, 108
N.W. 749, where districting allowed similar representation to
districts containing 52,731, 55,637, 108,434, and 116,0}3 inhabitants. Exhibit No. 9 demonstrates a similar disparity, for
the Eleventh district is represented by 1 senator per 9,642
population; the Eighteenth by 1 senator per 9,836; the Seventh
by 1 senator per 40,956; the Sixth by 1 senator per 45,816.
Other cases holding reapportionment invalid:
Donavan v. Soffolk Co. App. Comm.
225 Mass. 55, 113 N. E. 740
Hart v. Moorhead
99 Neb. 527, 156 N.W. 1067
Brooks v. State
162 Ind. 568, 70 N.E. 980
Stevens v. Sec'y of State
181 Mich. 199, 148 N.W. 97

law,

Considering the tremendous d~scrimination of this·
the population distribution of Utah, the evident future· trends
toward further urbanization, ~nd the lack of necessity · for
apportioning in this manner, we urge the court to reconsider
and declare this act unconstitutional as ·being an abuse of
legislative discretion.
13
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POINT II.
THE COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT THE
URBAN INTERESTS ARE COMPENSATED FOR THEIR
PROPORTIONATE LOSS OF REPRESENTATION IN THE
SENATE BY A MAJORITY CONTROL OF THE HOUSE.
A. Some representatives in each of the large countieJ
will come from rural areas.
Although the four Wasatch Front Counties are now allotted 35 of the 64 seats in the House of Representatives, if
only three of these representatives are elected from areas which
are, in fact and philosophy, rural areas, the urban area repre·
sentatives are completely stalemated in any attempt to achieve
legislation favorable to their constituents who are the majority
of the state's population.
Utah County is divided by districts, and representatives
from certain . of those districts represent rural interests as
surely as if they came from Sanpete or Sevier Counties. Likewise, the southern part of Salt Lake County is predominantly
rural; Davis and Weber Counties also have rural interests to
protect. Therefore, while it is true that the four counties
numerically have more representatives, despite the constitutional weighting in favor of rural counties, some of these are
essentially rural representatives and hence cannot be considered as a balance for the urban interests.
B. The combined House and Senate voting power of
the urban areas is less than a majority, and less than that
granted by the 1931 Act.

The combined voted in the Senate and House for "urban"
counties has dropped from 51% to 49.5%, ·giving the rural
14
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areas the upper hand even though they have only 32% of the
population and less than half of the taxable wealth of the state.

C. The Utah Constitution was designed to give rep. 1'esentation unwarranted by numbers to the rural counties in the House of Representatives, but does not require control of one house by those minority interests.

By allowing one representative per county, the Utah Constitution recognizes that the farming interests deserve special
powers although they be in a minority. The Constitution did
not seek to equalize the voting power of the minority with that
of the majority, but merely to give some extra weight to
seating power of rural interests. It is little comfort to a 68%
majority of the population that they now have 54% of the
seats in the House, though their representation in the Senate
is diminished.
D. There is no compensation to the urban interest
when the 1955 Act creates a greater disparity in the
principle of representation based on population than
was allowed by the 1931 Act.
The Court,, in upholding the 1955 Act, was influenced by
the apparent necessity of a legislative reapportionment according to the procedures established by the Constitution. The
constitutional need for reapportionment is not solved by an
Act which creates a greater disp~rity in representation according
to population than the Act previously in force. Certainly this
is a direct disregard of Article IX, Section 2, of the Constitution of Utah, which provides for apportionment based on
enumeration, and no stretch of constitutional intent could
result in a situation where lesser representation is given to the
group experiencing the greater increase in population. We
15
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reiterate the question posed by Mr. Justice McDonough in his
able dissent CCTo what end" is the language cton the basis of
such enumeration" used in the Constitution?

POINT III.
THIS COURT ERRED IN FAILING TO GIVE DIRECTION TO THE PARTIES REGARDING OTHER QUESTIONS RAISED BY THEIR PETITION FOR A DECLARATORY JUDGMENT.
At Point IV in our brief, respondents requested that this
Court, should it hold Chap. 61 to be constitutional, give instructions and directions as to the number of senators to be
elected in Salt Lake County in the general election of 1956 and
in which of the six senatorial districts within said county they
should be elected. Respondents stressed the importance of
the need for answers to those questions because they are likely
to arise to plague the Clerk of Salt Lake County and the ReDistricting Committee when it commences its task of dividing
Salt Lake County into six senatorial districts. We pointed out
the likelihood of two or three of the holdover senators being
placed by the redistricting committee into the same senatorial
district, and the resulting problems arising from such an occurrence.
A majority of this court, after holding Chap. 61 to be constitutional, failed to_ give mention of the above problems and
questions. Justice Worthen in his concurring opinion suggested
that .the case be remanded .to the district court for a determination of those matters. Since this court neither settled the
16
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questions nor directed the district court to determine them, it
may now be necessary to_ commence a new action to clarify
these matters before the 1956 general election. It seems to the
respondents a needless waste of time and effort on someone' s
part to be put to having to commence a second action to determine the number of senators to be elected in Salt Lake County
and the senatorial districts in which they are to be elected
when this court now has those problems squarely before it and
can give much needed direction on those matters. The case
before this court is one for a declaratory judgment as to several
matters and this court should not confine its decision to only
one of several important matters. Respondents, county clerks
and redistricting committees are entitled to a judicial pronouncement on the matters raised in respondents' Point IV
without incurring further expense and delay by being compelled to commence another action.

POINT IV.
THE OPINION OF THE COURT VIOLATES SECTION
1, ARTICLE XIV OF THE CONSTITUTION OF THE
UNITED STATES IN THAT IT ABRIDGES THE PRIVILEGES OF UNITED STATES CITIZENS RESIDING IN
SALT LAKE COUNTY AND DENIES CERTAIN CITIZENS
OF UTAH EQUAL PROTECTION OF THE LAWS.
These petitioners now formally raise the Federal question
suggested earlier in their Brief in Pages 24 through 27, and
Page 31, and for the purpose of preserving a record thereon.
The majority opinion of the Court violates Section 1, Article
17
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XIV of the Constitution of the United States in that Chapter 61,
Section 1, Laws of Utah, 1955, abridges the privilege of
United States Citizens residing in Salt Lake County and the
State of Utah, and denies to such citizens the equal protection
of the laws of the United States.

POINT V.
THIS COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT THE
PRINCIPLE OF EQUITABLE REPRESENTATION BASED
UPON POPULATION IS NOT ABSOLUTE INSOFAR AS
THE SENATE IS CONCERNED.
The founding fathers divided the Utah Legislature into
two parts, the Senate and the House. As far as the House was
concerned, area representation, as personified by the County,
was recognized. As far as the Senate was concerned, the convention placed it on a strictly population basis. Every word
of the Constitutional Convention pertaining to representation
bears this out. At no place is there a single conflict or dissent.
Equality of representation was the cornerstone upon which the
Senate was based.

POINT VI.
THIS COURT ERRED IN CONCLUDING THAT AT
STATEHOOD THE SCHEME OF REPRESENTATION FOR
THE STATE SENATE WAS NOT IN A TRUE PROPORTION TO POPULATION.
18
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At the time of the Constitutional Convention, the 1890
census was the only figures available to be used for setting up
Senatorial Districts. We have gone over the figures very carefully and are unable to devise a plan giving senatorial districts
more equal representation per inhabitant, than did the Constitutional Convention.
The first District had one Senator for 11,342 inhabitants.
The second District, which was one County, Cache, and not
large enough for two Senators, had one Senator for 15,509
inhabitants. The third District had one Senator for 10,058
inhabitants. The fourth District, Weber County, had two
Senators fro 22,723 or one Senator for each 11,362 inhabitants.
The Fifth District had one Senator and 11,328 inhabitants.
The sixth District, Salt Lake County, had 5 Senators for 58,45 7
inhabitants, or one Senator for each 11,691 inhabitants. The
seventh District, Utah County, had two Senators for 23-,768
inhabitants, or one Senator for each 11,884 inhabitants. The
eighth District had one Senator for 9,615 inhabitants, the smallest of any District, but had no other contiguous County with
which it could be combined without throwing it away over
and out of line. The ninth District, Sanpete County, had one
Senator for 13,146 inhabitants. The tenth District had one
Senator for 11,498 inhabitants. The eleventh District had one
Senator for 11,717 inhabitants and the twelfth District had
one Senator for 12,744 inhabitants.
The founding fathers did a masterly job of matching
counties and having one Senator for approximately 11,500 inhabitants per county.

19
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. It is impossible· to set up contiguous Senatorial Districts,
without splitting Counties on a more nearly mathematical
equality than was done by the Constitutional Convention and
true proportion was the basis for Senatorial elections.

CONCLUSION
The Respondents submit the rna jority Court's op1n1on
locks into perpetuity, certainly for the lifetime of these parties,
a 'disastrous and erroneous principle which will deprive the
people of the entire State of Utah their rights, and the benefits
resulting to them from a fair representation in a modern society.
So long as the State Senate is so weighted in favor of the
sparsely populated areas the problems of the metropolitan
areas, and their growing pains, become secondary and subordinate to the static, conservative and autocratic. Out of a State
Senate so composed, whence will come the intelligent solution
of metropolitan health problems, sewage disposal, water distribution and purification, highway and freeway development,
equitable taxation and assessment valuations, consolidation
and over-lapping of governmental functions, reasonable salary
classifications and adjustments for administrative officials,
appropriate budget and budgetary controls for education,
labor-management relations in expanding industrial communities, civil defense and safety? These issues, we hesitate to say,
will become secondary to the interests of the rural legislators.
In the proper relationship of the Court to the Legislature,
it is the sacred duty of this Court to use the .. peculiar and
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awesome power that reposes in the Court" to strike down a
legislative act which abridges the political power inherent to
the people, upon which all free governments are founded.
Defendants-Respondents respectfully petition this Court
to grant a rehearing on the matters set forth above.
Respectfully submitted,
]. LAMBERT GIBSON
RICHARD C. HOWE
A. W. SANDACK
ELIAS L. DAY
Attorneys for Respondents
DONALD P. HOLBROOK
Of Counsel
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